
COMPUTING FUNDAMENTALS

Foundational understanding 
of computer hardware, software, 

operating systems, peripherals, 
and troubleshooting

KEY APPLICATIONS

Familiarity with the most common 
features of spreadsheets, word 

processing, and presentation 
applications and "app culture"

LIVING ONLINE

Skills to use the Internet or 
work in a networked environment 

and maximize communication, 
education, collaboration, and social 

interactions in a safe and ethical way

Nail the
BASICS
Build their Digital 
Foundation with IC3 Digital 
Literacy Certification

NC3  PARTNER PROGRAM

Basic computer skills are critical to academic or career pursuits regardless of the 
career field. IC3 Digital Literacy Certification is the globally-recognized credential that 
gives students a competitive edge in the job market, as well as confidence and skills 
validation needed to excel in academics. IC3 Global Standard 5 (GS5) reflects the 
most current and relevant digital literacy skills.

IC3 Digital Literacy Certification is earned through the following three 50-minute 
exams, which may be taken in any order: 
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ABOUT CERTIPORT
Certiport, a Pearson VUE business, prepares individuals with current and relevant digital skills and credentials for the competitive global workforce. These solutions are delivered by more than 12,000 
Certiport Centers worldwide and include: Microsoft Office Specialist, Microsoft Technology Associate, Adobe Certified Associate, Autodesk Certified User, Intuit QuickBooks Certified User, Toon Boom 
Certified Associate, Entrepreneurship and Small Business, and IC3 Digital Literacy Certification.

Learn more about IC3 Certification.
Visit www.certiport.com/IC3
or call today at 888-999-9830

PRICING    |    30% DISCOUNT FOR NC3 MEMBERS 

ITEM
INDIVIDUAL 
COST

NC3 MEMBER 
INDIVIDUAL COST

SITE 
LICENSE*

NC3 MEMBER 
SITE LICENSE*

IC3 Exams (3) $90 $63 $5,000 $3,500

IC3 Fast Track Assessment $15 $11 $2,500 $1,750

IC3 Certification Guide Textbook (by CCI) $67 $47 n/a n/a

IC3 Online Video-based Courseware (by LearnKey) $95 $67 $3,000 $2,100

IC3 Practice Test License (by GMetrix) $65 $46 $3,750 $2,625

“We are pleased that the National Coalition of Certification Centers (NC3) 
recognizes the critical need for digital literacy as a workforce skill and 
specifically sees the value of the IC3 Digital Literacy certification.  Basic 
technology skills are no longer optional, they are a requirement for any 
skilled career. This partnership will give more students access to the IC3 
credential, making certified digitally ready students more attractive and 
productive for jobs in their chosen field.”

Nich Haber
Global Leader IC3  |  Certiport

The IC3 Digital Literacy Certification Pathway:

Familiarize students 
with the testing 

environment with 
practice tests

PRACTICE

3

Deliver the IC3 
exams from your 
local testing lab

CERTIFY

4

Encourage 
students to 
promote 

themselves with 
digital badging

PROMOTE

5

Assess students’ 
current skill level 

with IC3 Fast 
Track

ASSESS 

1

Teach digital 
literacy with the 

help of Certiport 
approved 

courseware

LEARN 

2

Empower your 
students with 

further 
certifications

KEEP GOING

6

* Based on a 500-student site license 
Additional discounts are available for bundled packages and K-12 institutions


